
European 
soft seating

Inspired by soft & natural international coastal ease, the 
spazio performance soft seating collection embodies 
the notion of “tulum meets mykonos” and in-between.

Spec Sheets
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Designer
Designed by David Di Meco Designs, the chairs are a sophisticated, luxurious 
take on the classic international soft seating designs from the 1960’s, putting 
them in a class all their own. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek design, this collectiontruly makes a clear statement 
in terms of presence and scale.

Inspired by soft & natural international coastal ease, The Spazio Performance 
Soft Seating collection embodies the notion of “Tulum meets Mykonos”.
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end,
modern design style and quality demanded by properties.

The collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics.
The pieces merge the ideas of style and comfort together, featuring wide, 
straight arms, and ample and inviting depth ideal for lounging and relaxing.

The collection’s ease & flexibility fits well in desert states, as well as inner-city 
and coastal applications gaining several iconic hotels’ attention and from
Miami Beach to Los Angeles, Palm Springs, and Ibiza onto Mykonos and Milan.

We took a lot of time to develop the right durability, the result is performance 
soft seating that is different from your typical ‘what’s out there’ and just as 
important...flexibility for properties.



Proudly
Made In USA
Patriotism and premium quality intertwine with Spazio, an 
American designed and manufactured collection of premium 
outdoor furnishings. It is our goal to support the American workforce 
and strengthen our country’s economy, providing careers for 
hardworking U.S. citizens and financial stability for their families. 
Spazio Collection stays true to our mission by employing all design, 
production, and sales right here in the great U.S.A. 

Not only do our American-made values uplift our country’s people, 
but they also promote sustainability by reducing transmission fuel 
used in transportation, therefore lessening our carbon footprint. This 
mission also improves operations by shortening supply chain issues. 

We invite you to join our initiative and rediscover authentic American 
design and manufacturing by exploring our Spazio Collection.



Mood
      Tulum

Chic yet laid back
A beach destination…..more 
of an effortless chic look.



Mood
      Mykonos

Famously cosmopolitan
A whitewashed paradise….. sandy 
beaches and world famous beach clubs.



Mood
      Hamptons

Cool classic
Sophisticated designs that meet..... 
rustic, casual beach vibes.



Mood
      Miami

Deco while modernist
MiMo trendsetters and 
trailblazers….. destination for 
the fashion-forward crowd.



Patriotism and premium quality intertwine with Spazio, an 
American designed and manufactured collection of premium 
outdoor furnishings. It is our goal to support the American workforce 
and strengthen our country’s economy, providing careers for 
hardworking U.S. citizens and financial stability for their families. 
Spazio Collection stays true to our mission by employing all design, 
production, and sales right here in the great U.S.A. 

Not only do our American-made values uplift our country’s people, 
but they also promote sustainability by reducing transmission fuel 
used in transportation, therefore lessening our carbon footprint. This 
mission also improves operations by shortening supply chain issues. 

We invite you to join our initiative and rediscover authentic American 
design and manufacturing by exploring our Spazio Collection.

Mood
      Palm Springs

Clean lines
Mid-century modern design…. 
focus on easy living.



Mood
      Capri

Italian island ease
Languid & smart… understated 
luxury and modernism.



Mood
      Ibizia

Nice and simple
Freedom with taste…… 
Mediterranean-inspired luxury



Mood
      Santa Barbara

Modern mediterranean revival
Expertly designed….luxe colonial 
style with space and functionality



Mood
      Yacht

All the glamour
Yachting lifestyle.....luxury 
living on board and ashore



Mood
      Italian Country

A mix of rustic and refined decor.
Inspired by the homes in 
the Italian countryside



Flexibility
Around
Properties





Swatches & 
Spec Sheets
The collection is offered in 7 Sunbrella Cast 
Colors designed to add a specific distinction 
to any outdoor design aesthetic or atmosphere. 
The removable and washable covers adds to 
the products flexibility & durability.

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made In: United States
Seat/Back: Polystyrene beads
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified Sunbrella®
Fabric Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, 
diluted bleach cleanable

Cast 
Ocean

Cast 
Coral

Cast 
Charcoal

Cast 
Breeze

Cast 
Ash

Cast 
Silver

Cast 
Petal



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    36”
D     :    42”
H     :    24”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads

DDMGROUP INTERNATIONAL 3296 N Federal Hwy, 
#11005 Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33339 USA

ddmgroupinternational.com 
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Spazio Center 
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    70”
D     :    42”
H     :    24”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Chaise
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    42”
D     :    50”
H     :    24”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Corner Left
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    42”
D     :    50”
H     :    24”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Corner Right
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    36”
D     :    28”
H     :    14”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Ottoman
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    21”
D     :    21”
H     :    17”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads

DDMGROUP INTERNATIONAL 3296 N Federal Hwy, 
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Spazio Messina Round Ottoman
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    72”
D     :    72”
H     :    22”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Amalfi 6ft
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    26”
D     :    18”
H     :    14”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Pollina Rectangle Ottoman
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    26”
D     :    28”
H     :    35”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Sienna
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

W    :    51.25”
D     :    36.5”
H     :    27.5”

COLORS:

Colors:

Fabric Content: 100% Sunbrella acrylic
Made in: United States
Application: indoor/outdoor
Certification: ACT® contract grade;
GREENGUARD Gold Certified® Sumbrella® Fabric
Flammability: Pass CA TB 117-2013 Sect. 1
Cleaning Code: W, water based, diluted bleach cleanable
Seat/Back: Polysryrne beads
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Spazio Trapani
The collection combines the ease of soft seating with the high-end, 
modern design style and quality. With grand, performance features and a 
commodious yet sleek desig n, this collection truIy makes a clean state-
ment in terms of presence and scale. They a re slick and disting uished with 
a simple execution, and their volume and scale give them a grand 
presence as well as an inviting, aII-enveloping sense of comfort. The 
collection highlights remarkable outdoor performance characteristics. 

Charcoal Breeze Silver Coral Ocean Petal Ash



DIMENSIONS:

Product  Dimensions:   

Length                                                     :
Back & Leg Width                                 :
Seat Width                                              :
Knee Bend Height From Ground      :
Seat Back Height                                  :
Lowest Point Of Seat From Ground  :

COLORS:

A modern contoured design and comfortable & durable chaise lounge to 
relax on or around properties,  pool's tanning ledge or in pool shelf. 
Engineered with LLDPE (linear low-density polyethylene) and achieved by 
expert rotational molding. 

In Water….To fill, remove two plugs in the bottom, flip the lounger and hold 
underwater; once it fills, the unit will remain in place on your in water pool 
shelf. 

Windy Location…. Fill bottom with hose to desired level for use on extreme 
windy locations, patios or rooftops.

UV protection 
100% recyclable 
Solution dyed
High degree of mechanical strength
High resistance to impacts
Commercial Grade
Made In Italy

DDMGROUP INTERNATIONAL 3296 N Federal Hwy, 
#11005 Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33339 USA

ddmgroupinternational.com
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Spazio Pool Shelf Chaise

White

62” 
251/2” 
271/2” 
91/2” 
201/4” 
3”


